17th Asian Conference on Computer Vision
Hanoi, Vietnam, 8-12 Dec 2024
http://accv2024.org/
Venue: National Convention Center
Main theatre with 3500 seats
Roundtrip flight from:
- Asia: $200-$700
- Europe/US: $1500
Hotel options: from budget to five stars
Important Dates

• Conference dates: 8-12 Dec 2024
• Temperature: 16-24°C (60-75°F)
• Other conferences:
  • NeurIPS: 1-7 Dec 2024
  • Co-located ACML: 12-14 Dec 2024
• Paper submission deadline: Early July
Architectural Heritages
A Modern Hanoi
Museums
Cultural Shows
Daily Life
Attractions within 200km
Central and Southern Vietnam
Hope to see you at ACCV 2024 in Hanoi

http://accv2024.org/